
DATE: 29TH April 2024
REPORTING TIME: 10 am  
VENUE: RCM Classroom

Bonafide students of any educational institute can participate.

Maximum members per group 2 – 3.

Time- Submission (Exhibition) The final film duration
should be 4 - 10  minute.

Language (HINDI,ENGLISH,ODIA).

The film should not contain any inappropriate, offensive, nudity, 
profanity, or discriminatory content.profanity, or discriminatory content.

The film must be original, and no watermark of any kind should be
there on the film.

There should be copyright declaration and the work must be original
and it should not be submitted anywhere before.

Each and every group must upload a teaser on your Instagram
collaborate with @rcmbhubaneswar & use #rcmbhubaneswar 
#bramhastra,#rcmstellarclub,#victorsclubrcm.#bramhastra,#rcmstellarclub,#victorsclubrcm.

It might be considered during judgement criteria.

Themes - Politics , Corruption , Religion , Women Safety , 
Social media anxiety.

Submissions - The film should be submitted
before 48 hours in video format by uploading it to the
google drive.

RULES OF THE GAME

DRISHYAM
Welcome everyone to our short film making competition, where creativity meets the 
lens! Today, we embark on a journey of storytelling, where every frame has the power to 
captivate hearts and minds. With each entry, we unveil unique narratives, emotions, and 
perspectives, painting the canvas of cinema with innovation and passion. Let's celebrate 
the art of storytelling and the boundless imagination of our filmmakers. May the magic 

of film illuminate our souls and inspire us all

BRAHMOTSAV

(Short Movie Making)



9337733715 (Ayush)
7991096702 (Anish)
8340662944 (Pooja)

Link will be provided by the designated organizer of
the competition.

Participants should ensure that their films are properly
labeled with their names and title of the film.

In case  of technical issues video should be submitted at 
the campus.

Judgement based on creativity, originality, plot pacing Judgement based on creativity, originality, plot pacing 
and structure, characters, cinematography, sound quality, 
music score and how well the theme is incorporated.

Entries containing unauthorized content will be
disqualified. The judge’s decision is final and binding.

1st  Prize: ₹5000 
2nd  Prize: ₹3000
3rd  Prize: ₹2000
 


